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1 
l . T NTROOUCTION 
The objective of this thesis is to develop and illustrate the "Post-
Baycsian" apprnach [7, 8J to the problem of appl i ed fo r ecasting with an 
Autoregressive integrated Movi.ng Average (ARIM/\) model . The study 
demonstrates the application of a cos t-benefit approach to utilizing an 
integraLed auloregressivc model empirically by comparing two compeling 
str ategies for analysis. The comparison is in t erms of model and fore-
cast accuracy and the computational costs associated with each mode of 
analysis . 
A complete theory of the Post-Bayesian app r oach to statistical 
inference has not hren developed here; neither has a completely unified 
theory of the appro.:ich as i.L applies to forecasting with an ARIMA mode] . 
Rath~r . the basic concept of the trade - off between the cos Ls of model 
complexity and model inaccur acy is discussed as it applies to the ARIMA 
mode 1 . 
The paper is divided into four sections and an Appendix. Section I 
brnacl l y identi f t es til e Post-Bayesian app roach t o econometric problems . 
Also , in thi.s pan nf the ptlper the ARIMA model and the basic concep t s 
relati.ng to the mod<."] are presented. The S(~ction i s concluded with a 
Bayesian analysis of stationary autoregressive, invertible moving 
average , stationary invertible autoregressive moving average , and ARIMA 
processes. 
In Section lT, the u~ual sampling theory approach to the model is 
sketched out . (The Appendix supplements th]s section . ) 
2 
The third section of the presentation discusses the Post-Bayes i an 
approach to the model as an alternative to the modes of analysis 
presented in Sec tions I and II. 
Section JV illustrates the appllcation of the Post-Bayesi an 
approach to four time series whic h a r e hypothes ized as evolving from 
integrated autoregressive schemes . Some suggest ions for further study 
a re also presented in this final s ecti on . 
Implicit in eve ry crnp lrical e conome tric a nal ys i s i s the weighing 
of two costs: costs due to model complexity and costs due to mode] in-
accuracy. The tlme and funds available to a researcher cons train the 
depth of his analysis. The problem he faces is to maximize the "accuracy " 
of his a nal ysis subject t o a given level of complexity , where allowable 
complexity is a function of his available time a nd funds. 
Another investigator with both tjme and money strives to achieve a 
target level of accuracy, a* (possibly set by his contrac tor or super -
visor) . In an economic framework his problem is t o minimize complexity 
costs subject to E (accuracy) = a*. 
In other se ttjngs , r esearchers may desire to minimize the expecta-
tion of the sum of complexity a nd inaccuracy costs . 
Until recently a formal and applicable theory did not exist which 
dealt with such fundamental problems in statistics and e conometrics. 
The complexity-inaccuracy trade-off wa s simply a lluded to in discussions 
of modPl selection a nd estimation. The Post-Bayesian approach to 
econometri c problems takes fo rmal account of this trade -off in its 
3 
development of a descr iptive and prescriptive statis tica l th eo r y . 
Posing conometric proble ms in an economic cos t -benefit f r amework 
brings us closer Lo th t.? way people actu.i l ly behave and thus , hopefully , 
c loser t o reality . It is on l y nat ura l rn address an econometric investi-
gation in terms of economic criteri a . Fo r exampl e , the benefits from 
employing a model wlll depend in part on the model ' s level of accuracy as 
decide d upon by the inves tiga t or . The l ink between pol i cy objec tives and 
hi s methods for specifying , es timating , t e s Ling , and applying th e model 
is secured with his use of the Pos t- Bayes i an cost- be ne fit appr oach . 
No a ttemp t will be made here to give a detailed presentation of the 
foundations o f this approach . The inter es t e d reader is r efe r r ed t o 
Faden a nd Raussc:> r 17 , 8 ]. lt is e no ugh t o men Li on t ha t the approach has 
been fruitfully applied to t he following problems : 
1) es tima ting (or t es t ing) the mean of a nor mal distribution 
2) point estimation in gene ral 
3) simple hypothesis testlng 
4) op timal r oundoff 
5) optima l predictJ on using the no rma l multiple re gr ess i on model 
6) op timal one stage con trol 
7) op timal N- s t ate contro l 
A. Bayesian and Or thodox Me thods 
Economctricianc have tradJ t ionally empl oyed non- Bayesian techniques 
to problems of s t a tisti ca l estimacjon . Re cen tly howeve r , a Bayes i an 
appr oach hns been applied to a va ri ety of econome tri c pr oblems . (Fo r 
4 
a fairly comprehens ive collec tion, Set' Ze lJncr I ZOJ) . Argume nts have been 
made f or and against the adop tion of Bayes ian te chniques in econometric 
inf e r ence . Since this is not the pla~c Lo c riLiciz~ or jusLify the use 
of e ither s ubjec Live info rma tive pri ors or mor e typically , diffuse priors 
(e . g . Jeffreys [lOJ) a comparison of a sampling theo r y approach to a 
Bayesian approach will be made on the basis of compu tational complexity 
and accuracy of prediction . I f eel t ha t s uch a comparis on d l rects it-
self to the fa ctors an appli~d r esearcher considers when he decides among 
his alternative mo des of analysis . 
In th e absence of complexi t y costs a researcher ' s i dea l procedun~ 
for i n fere nce is taken t o b~ lhe use of Hayes theor~m where th e marginal 
for 0 perfectly describes l1is prior beliefs . Also , given ze r o complexity 
costs and a l oss function define d over a ll possihle states of the world 
and all possible es timators, Lh e autho r accepts the rriterion tha t an 
estimato r minjmi ze expec t ed r isk. 1 AvPrage risk us a measure of the per-
fnrmance of alte rnntive l'Stim;.1tors i.s dis cussed and compared Lo o ther 
criteria by Chernoff a nd Moses [5 . pp . 119- 165) . 
It is wel l - known tha t the Bayes es timator (when the we ighting func tion 
is t aken as Lh e prior des c d bed above) has this proper t y , and it i s unj que 
in th is sense . In fact , ac Lual studies have shown that sampling t heory 
1
For th e ith cstima Lo r, 0 .• t he risk funct i on i s the avl.!rage loss 
assoc i ated wi Lh Lhe es tim.:iLor As a func tion of O. l'he expected loss of 
the es t imator is Lhe sca lar quan t ity ohtained by Lak ing a we i gh Led average 
of the risk fun <.: ti on over poss i ble v;1l ues of 8 . rhe weigh Ling func tion 
in the latter int egr al is dl.!signed t o reflect personal probabil ities i.n 
various regions of Lhe parame t e r spncc . 
methods for econometric models tend t o yield inferior levels of accuracy 
relative to Bayesian t echniques (especially when working with small 
2 
samples) . 
However, the use o[ Bayes theorem is o[ten computationally complex 
(' 
relative to orthodox methods of pa rame t er estimation . 
For the econometric model to be examined ln this paper, lf by using 
a sampling theory estimator , we witness a small increase in expec ted risk 
(a proxy for inaccuracy) and a s ubstantial decrease in complexity costs , 
then it may not be worthwhile to use the Bayesian prescription. After 
all , a large portion of statistical theory has been developed from a 
sampling theory point of vi.ew, and packaged compute r programs are readily 
available for empirical ap plication of standard techniques. 
B. 'lhe ARI MA Model 
1 . Stationari t y 
In analyzing a time seri es , ( z
1
,z
2
, ... zN) , we will regard it as the 
realization of a stochastic process , that is, as the observations of a 
statistical phenomenon evolving through time according to probabilistic 
laws . 
J 
The stochastic process is stationary if and only i f the joint 
2 
See the Monte- Carlo studies of Zel lner ' s l20 J simultaneous equations 
model and Thornber ' s [lY] stationary first-order autoregr essive model. 
3This definition refers to "strict stationarity " . Two other types of 
stationarit y appear in the literature . Both are referred to as "weak 
stationarity of order n". One requires that the first n central moments 
of p(zt •· . . zt+k) depend only on time differences. Another requires that the 
join t distribution of neighboring observations are identical up to order n, 
that is, marginals involving 1, :l,... up to n adjacent observations are iden-
tical. Unless otherwise specified, s ta tionari ty will refer to strict 
stationarity. 
6 
distribution o[ any set of observaLions is unaffected by sh i fting all the 
times of obse rvation by any integer amount m. Denoting the join t 
probabi l i ty density function of zc, .. . , z t+k by p(zt , .. . , zt+k) , the 
s t ochastic pr ocess is s t ationa r y if and only i f 
p (. z +m , ... ' z k+ ) t t+ m 
4 
fo r any point in time t and pai r of integers, k and m. A time series is 
homogeneous of degree d if the dth dif(ercnces of the series are 
sta tionary , but not th e dth minus fir st differences .
5 
In pr act i ce , most economic time series ar e nonstationary s i nce they 
us ually dis play a time trend . However, as a useful working hypothesis , 
it is freq uentl y assumed th at ( z
1
, z
2
, .. . ,zN) are obser vations from a 
homogeneous stochas tic process . 
For a nonstationary nonhomogeneous series , by taking the natural 
logarithms of t he series homogeneity can some times be induced . 
4
11ere and throughout the thesis the symbol p will denote probability 
density functions gener ally and not a specific one . The argument of the 
function p will identify th e particula r density function being 
considered . 
5 
Defining the ba ckwa r d s hift operator , 8 , so that Bz = z 
1 
and 
t t-
m 
B zt = z , the dth differ ences of the series z t = o , + l , + 2, .. . t-m t ' 
are defined as w , t = o , ± 1, ± 2 , .. . Where 
t 
w 
t 
d 
(1-B) z = 
t 
7 
2 . Usefulness and flexibility of the model 
The ARLMA model is extremely use fol and flexible for· purposes of 
forecasting . It i s flexible since it incorporates both purely auto-
regressive processes and purely moving average processes . Also, it 
allows for nonstationary homogeneity in e ithe r pure scheme . Its use-
fulness depends in part on its flexibility but primarily on other 
factors. It appears to be an appropriate choice of model when economic 
theory or intuition offer little in terms of explanatory variables 
available. Even if plausible structural models can be considered , the 
time and effor t they require in estimation and analysis will be large 
relative to implementing a time series model such as the ARIMA . 
Also , if a structural model i s to be used for forecasting it is 
freq uently necessary to estimate expl anatory variables as well. When 
this is done the total forecast error for the endogenous variable may be 
so large that the forecast is unacceptabl e . This problem is somewhat 
alleviated by using the ARIMA model . 
Even ~or those times when a r egression model may be desirable , by 
using some fo rm of an ARIMA model on th e re siduals, the predictive power 
6 
of the model may be greatly e nha nced . 
Nelson (13) uses an ARIMA mode l to forecast 14 endogenous variables 
6 
Emp irical exampl es of this combined modeling approach can be found 
in Pindyck and Rubinfeld, f l u . Chnpte r 17). 
8 
of the Federal Reserve Board-MIT-Penn (FMP) quarterly model of the U.S . 
economy . His sample period is 1956-01 through 1966-04 . His postsample 
predictions (one quarter ahead) using th e ARIMA model have smallest mean 
square errors most frequently when compare d t o eithe r the FMP forecasts 
7 
or composite FMP- J\RIMA forecasts. 
Al though on the average , the FMP predictions for the sample period 
had smaller mean square errors than the ARTMA pr edic tions , he found that 
the coefficient (1-~ ) of the composite linear model was significant at the 
5 percent level for 10 out of the 14 cases . This clearly suggests that 
ARIMA models contribute to predictive accuracy . The composite postsample 
forecast came closer to the actual value in 1 2 out of the 14 cases 
when compared to Lh e FHP forecas t . 
Naylor et al. [l2] esti.ma t ed AIUMA models for 4 e ndogenous 
va riables of the Wharton quarterly mo del of the U.S. economy . Their 
sample period was 1963-02 through 1967-04 . One ste p ahead forecasts for 
the 4 endogenous vari.ables chroughout the sample period were computed for 
both the ARTM/\ and Wharton models. 
For each var lable, t he average absolute e rror of the ARJMA forecasts 
was considerably smaller (almost half in size) than the average absolute 
7 
For each e ndogenous variable , the weights, Sand (l-8), of the 
composite one- period ahead forecast were determined by fi ttin g the 
ordinary ]east squares mode l, Ac = S(HW) + (1-B) (ARIMA) + E , over the 
t t t 
sample period where : 
At = actual value for time t 
(FMP) t = FMP prediction for time t 
(ARIMA) t = AR IMA pre di.c tion for time t 
2 
composi te prediction error ass umed NIO (0 , a ) . 
9 
error of the Whorton Si mula ti on forecasts . 
The success of the model as a forecasti ng t ool is also demonstrated 
in Box and Jenkins [J , l1J, Nelson [lJJ, and Pindyck and Rubinleld [14] . 
Naylor and Senks also prov ide a. list of o the r inves tiga t or s wh o have used 
ARIMA mo dels for fo r ecas ti ng wlth much success . 
J . No t a tion 
For notational convenience de[lne th e followi ng : 
The varj ance o [ z 
t. 
2 y
0 
Efz - E( z ) ] 
t t 
The auto covariance at lag j fo r a sta t ionar y process zt ' t=O , ±1, ±2, . .. 
is defi ned as 
y, = y =E[z - t::(z)]Lz+ .- E(z .)) 
J - j t t t J t+J 
The a u t ocorrela tion a t l ag j 
P . = r . = Y .I Y0 J -1 J 
1~c autocorrelat ion f un c tion Ls the se quence p
0
, p
1
, . .. 
The di ffe r e nce ope r a t o r , ~ 
~ 1-B and ~d = (1 - B)d 
And the following polynomia l s i n the hackward shift oper ator , B 
cp (B) 
e (B) 
2 
1- cp B- cj> B 
1 2 
2 
1- 8 B- 8 B 1 2 
2 
l + 4'
1
B + '1'
2
B + ... 
TI(B) ~,-l(B) 
a: 
10 
We write f(x , y) g(x,y) if there is a function h(y) s uch that 
y 
f(x , y) = h(y )g(x , y) ; c-: alone indl ca Les that h ls a constant . 
The probabi l i ty density fun c t lon written as p(xly) is the density 
function of x conditional on a specific value of y . 
4 . The model 
The Autoregressive Tntegrated Moving Average (ARIMA) model of order 
(p , d , q) can be repr esented as 
or 
C (B) z 
t 
¢( B)w 
t 
w 
t 
6 + 8(B)at 
6 +8(B);i 
t 
Tt is ass umed wt i s a station;;iry Lime series , that is , zt is 
homogeneous of degreed . The at are a stationary time series distributed 
11 
2 with common mean 0 and fi nite variance a . For statis ti cal analysi s it 
is usually assumed that the a a l."e no r mally and lndependen tly distributed . 
t 
C(B) is called the a utoregressive operJlul" , ~(B) , the au~oreg ress ive 
operator of th e s t a tiona r y scrlcs , w , and O( B) , the moving average ope r a-
t 
t or, if q=O then w is s i mp l y a utor egress i ve (AR) of order p, ci1 a t is, 
t 
z is an lntegr:1 ted autoregressive (ARI) pr ocess of or der (p , d) . If p=O 
t 
t hen w follows a moving average (MA) process , or in t e r ms o( th~ original 
t 
time seri es , z is an i ntegrated moving average (JHJ\) process o r order 
t 
( d 'q) . 
Typica l ly t he stationary ser ies , w , is f lrst analyzed and fore -
t 
cas t ed . zt i s fo r ecas t ed by summing o r integrating ove r the stationa r y 
se ries in acco rdance with d , Lhe orde r of differenc ing . 
Th e r e arc three forms fol" the gene ral model; each is use ful or 
illuminaling in a pa l"t icul ar way . Without loss of ge ne r al ity, we will 
omi t 6 from the specification . Pr ovided w l s inte r pr e t e d as Lhe de-
t 
via tion f r om the mean, E(w ) , th e omission ls justifi ed . The curren t 
t 
value of z can be expressed as : 
t 
(a) a weighted sum of previous values of the z ' s and curl."en t and 
pr~vious values of the a ' s . 
(b) a weigh ted sum of cu rrent and previous va lues of th e a ' s 
only 
( c) a weighted sum of pr evious values of th e z ' s and the current 
shock a 
t 
The difference equation form of the model , (a) may be wr itten as 
1 2 
T Z + T Z + + T Z + a - e a -
"1 t-1 " 2 t - 2 . . . " p+d t-d- p t 1 t - 1 
- e a 
q t-q 
If we allow th e additi onal ass umption that the z ' s ar e sta tionar y , 
Lhe n we can identify this form a s Lhe one used for a Bayes ian ana lysis 
of the model . 1hi s form i s a l so most frequently implemented f or fore-
casting when a standard approach to th e model i s used . 
The random shock fo rm of the model, (b), can be written as 
The weights ljlk· are f uncti ons o f the l;, . and e . coe f f i c i e n ts in the 
)_ J 
difference equat i on f o rm of the mode l . Operating on both sides of th e 
above equat i on with l;, (B) yie lds 
l;, (B)zt l;,(B)q1 (B)at 
However , 
z::(B) zt 8 (Il)at 
so th i.J t 
l;, (B)IJl(B) 8(13) 
By equa tin g coefficients of B, t erm by t e rm, the IPk we i gh ts can be 
de termined, a lthough the simp l es t way to de te rmin e t he o/k ' s i s by 
s uccessive subst itlltion for z l ' z 2 , and so f orth, using the t- t -
di f fe renc e equat i on fo rm , (a). The random s hoc k form of the process 
:L 
i s of ten used with a to obtain the variance and autocovariances of zt . 
It is thjs fo r m iJlso tlwt is used t o obtain estima t es of th e variance of 
13 
sampling theory forecasts of more than one time period ahead . 
or as 
The inverted f orm of the model may be written as 
IT (B) z = a 
t t 
For an ARMA process, it is usually required that the series TI (x) 
converges for Ix! < 1 (x complex) . Since JT(B) = e-1 (B)l;(B), this is -
equivalent to requiring that e-1 ( x) converges for Jx l ~ 1 (x complex) 
since i;;(x) is a polynomial. If this condition is satisfied , the process 
is said to be invertible . 
Since l;(B)z = 8(B)a 
t t 
substitution f or a in terms of z yields 
t t 
l;; (B)zt = 8 (B)n(B)zt 
or that 
l;:(B) 8(B)n(B) 
Again, by equati ng coeff i cients of Bin the l eft and right ha nd 
series we can derive then .. If d > 1 and the process is inve rtible . it is 
00 J 
e asily proven that L n. = 1. 8 
. 1 J J= 
8Proof : [or d > l , t (B) = ~(B)(l -B)d = 0 when B=l . By the in-
vertibility condition , the roots of 8 (B) lie 0utside th e unit circl e , i .e . 
00 
8 (1) f 0 . He nce l;; (B) = TI(B) 8 (B) -+ ll(L) = 0 , :. E TI. = l. The connection 
j=l J 
between t he inve rtibility condition and the roots of 8(B) is discussed in 
the next section . 
14 
5 . Assumptions_for sta t.!.on a ri.ty and lnver tibility 
mean . 
For convenience, l e t z be inte rpre t ed as the deviation from lts 
t 
E(7 ) . 
l 
Suppose z is g~ncrated hy Lhc ARMA (p , q) process given by 
t 
Operating on both sides with ¢- 1 (8) yields 
~-l (R)O(H)a = f(B ) a 
t t 
For zt to follow a normal sta t i o na ry process it is necessary that 
E(z ) and the autocovar iance matrix of a ny set of k neighboring 
t 
observations are fixed through time , and finite . (By fin ite autocovariance 
matrix i.s meant each element is finite . ) Fo r Var(z ) finite , we must have 
t 
that the power se r ies IJ!(B), above , valuated at B=l converges . 0( 1) 
being a polynomial with constant term I 0 , '!'(I) wilJ converge if a nd only 
- ] 
if cj> (1) converges . And , if the radius of convergence, R, of the power 
- 1 -1 
se ries ¢ (B) i s greate r than unity, we are ass ured that cj> (1) con-
verges . 
Now , letting A.
1
, A.
2 
• . . . AP be th e roots of cfJ (B) we have 
(J-B /A ) - l 
p 
1f l\ (i = 1, 2 , . .. p) represents the rad l us of convergen ce of t h e i t h 
power se ries , 
(l-B/A. )-l 
1. 
15 
it is true tha t the radius of convergence , R, o( <P- 1 (B) will equal the 
minimum of [R1 , R2 , .. . ,RPJ. 
Hence R>l 
But since Ri = IA1 1, we must have that 
implies minfR
1
,R2 , ... , RP) 
min r I A] I ' I).. 7 I , . .. I A 11 ls 
- p 
> 1. 
grea t e r 
than unity. Put another way, if the roots o( cite characteristi c equation , 
<j> (B) 0 
lie outside the unit c ircle , <P- 1 (B) has a r adius of convergence R>l . 9 
In the context of the present problem, this means zt will have 
10 
finite variance as required. 
The condition that the roots of the characteristic equation 
cj>(B) = 0 
lie outside the unit circle can be exp r essed as a set of restrictions 
11 
(necessary and s uffic i ent) on the parameters ~1 , <!> 2 , . .. , <j>p . 
restrictions define a stabili t y r egion in RP 
These 
No t e that al l pure l y moving average processes are automatically 
s t ationary since e1+e 2+ ... +Oq <oo . 
The invertibillty condi tion in the present content requires that 
TT (B) 
9 
A detailed proof that this is a strict condition (or stationarity 
is presented in Grenander and Rosenblatt l 9] . 
lOBy Schwarz ' s inequality , Var(z ) f i nite guarantees all auto-
covariances will be finite . t 
11For reference, see eithe r Samuelson [16), or Chipman [6]. 
16 
con ve r ge whe n B = 1. As befor f' , s in ce Q,i(l) is fi nite, TI(l) conve rges 
if a nd only i f ~-l(l ) conve r ges , a nd we ca n be nssu r ed this will occur if 
the r adius of conve r gence , R, o f th e power se ries B-ll B) i s gr e ate r t han 
unity . Using t he resul t s of Gr enander and Rosenbla tt [9 J, this occurs if 
and only l f th e roo cs of the cha r ac t eris tic e qua tion 
8 (B) 0 
l i e outside the unit circl e . Again , this res tri c tion on th e r oots can 
be transla t ed into a s e t of necess a r y and s uff i cient conditions impos ed 
on e l , 02 , ... , ~q which define an inve rtible region i n the parame ter 
s pace , Rq . 
This secti on is concluded wtth a Bayes i an anal ys i s of : 
1) Stationa r y a utore gr essive pr ocesses 
2) Inve rtible moving ave rage processes 
3 ) Sta tionary , invertible autor egress i ve moving a ver age pr oce sse s 
4) ARIMA proces ses 
C. Bayes ian An a l yses 
l . St a tiona rx autor egr essive pr ocess es 
We r e present the a utor egr ess i ve proces s of o rde r p as 
o + <t>
1
w 
1
+ <i>
2
w 2 + .. . + <P w + a , t =l, 2, ... T t- t- p t -p t (1) 
and assume th e following : 
17 
(a) wt is a stationary time se r ies 
(b) 
where 
Using Bayes theor em we will derive the poste rior for a and <P in 
the followin g way : 
er: 
p (a , o , cp I 1-J 
1 
, w L , • • . w T) p ( a , o , <P , w 
1 
, w 
2 
, . . . , w T) 
w 
plw
1
,w
2
, . .. w
1
la , o , ¢Jp(a , o , ¢ ) 
p ( w p+ 1 , ... , w TI w 1 , w 2 , .. . w P, a, o, ¢) p ( w 1 , w 2 , ... w PI a, o , cp) p (a , o , cp ) 
Obta ining p(wp+l 'wp+z· · · . wTJ w1 ,w 2 , ... wp , o , f. , cp ) is straightfon.rnrd . 
The inverse transformation i s gi ven b y 
terms 
w 
p+l 
w 
p+2 
at w - o - ¢
1
w 
1 
- . .. - ¢ w t = p+l , p+2 , , . . T 
t t - p t-p 
The Jacobian of the i nverse transformation , (a 
1
, a 2 , ~ .. aT) in p+ p+ 
of (wp+l ' wp+2 ' . .. wT) is triangular with de te rminant equal t o unity . 
Specifjcall y , the Jacobian i s 
a p+l 
1 
a p+ 2 
-¢ 1 
1 
0 
- <P 2 
- <P 1 
1 - ct> 
1 
1 
- ¢ 
p 
-¢ p 
0 
1 
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2 
Since p(a 
1
, .. . , a lw •... ,w ,o , o , cj>) "' N(O,o I) 
p+ T I P 
we have 
p(w 
1 
. ... w ,jw . , ... w ,a ,o ,cp) 
p+ 1 1 p 
T 
1 1 2 
a: -- exp l- -
2 
o 
T-p 
E lw - 6- cj> w -
+J 
t 1 t-1 
2 - cp w ) ] 
p t-p a t =r 
To ob tain p(w1 .... ,wp/a ,o ,• ) we use the ass ump tion that thew ' s 
evolved Crom a s t ationary proces s . 
From (1), 
Solving for Ewt yi e lds 
Ew 
- t 01 < L-<P - <P l 2 cp ) p 
!~us each w has the same mean . 
For eas i e r manipulation , we will scale the pr ocess to obtain the co-
variances . Interpreting w as the deviation f r om its mean, 
t 
(2) 
Fork = 1 , 2, .. . ,p, multiplying (2) by wl-k yields wt-kwt <ti w w + 1 t-k t-1 
• 2w kw 2 + . . . + ¢ w kw + w ke . t - t- p t - t - p t - t 
Taking expecta tions we have 
(3) 
12 l 
The res ult E(w ; 1 ) = 0 is eas il y seen if w j s f irst written 
t t t 
in the r andom shock for m before expec tations a r e taken . 
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( 4) 
where 
y -j yj 
!Note E(wt- kat) = 0 for k>O since wt-k involves s hocks a. up to time t-k 
J 
which are uncorrelated with a . J For displacements k greater than p , the 
t 
cova riances are determined from 
Dividing the p equations jn (4) by y
0 
given in (3) yields the system 
(known as the Yule-Walker equations) 
+ .. . + 'P P l p p-
pp ~lp L + ¢2p 2 + ... + ¢ p-. p- p 
Solving t his system for o1 , p2 , ... , pp in terms of ¢1 , , 2 , . .. ,¢p ' we can 
readily set up the Variance-Covariance matrix of w
1
, .. . wp given by 
l 
Q (o ,¢) = y
0 
symm . 
( 4a) 
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Assuming p(w
1
, .. . , wpl o , '5 , t> ) '\, Norma l, we have 
For the p r lor dens ity of o, ,) , and 1p, a particular prior (unifo r m in cS , 
<j> , and log cr) is chosen fo r ~ compatibl e with a s t a tionary process , namely , 
p( cr , 6 , qi) o: l/ cr for all <P such that: the roots of t he char acter i st i c 
equation <l>(B) 0 lie outside the unit circle 
0 o therwise 
Collec ting r esult s , 
2 
- <I> w ) J p t - p 
for <P compat i ble with a s t a tionary pr ocess , O otherwise . 
To make a one period ahead Bayes i an poin t fo r ecas t, QT+l ' we assume 
thot o ur los s , L , in missing the true value , wT+l' is quadttati c , that is 
( 
,.. 2 
L c wT+l-wT+l) , (c>O) 
The poste rio r e xpec t a ti on of the quadratic loss fun c ti on conditional 
on '''i•w2 , . . . , wT 1dth 6 , ¢1 , ... , cpp ' t rea t ed here as r andom variables is 
since the cross product term disappears. 
Only the second t erm ln the l as t expresslon involves wT+l' It is 
nonstochastic and will be minimized if we Lake 
w T+ 1 E ( w T+ l I \.J 1 ' w 2 , . .. , w T) 
Since wT+l = 6 + p1wT + ip 2w'!'-l + . . . + <j>pwT-p+l + nT+l ' we have 
E(wT+llw1 , w2 , .. . ,wT) = Eo + Eqi1wT + E¢ 2wT-l + . . . + Ecj>p""T-p+l where Eo 
and Ecj>i are the pos terior expec tations of 6 and <j>i(i=l,2 , . .. , p) . 
The derivation of Bayesi.an forecasts Q, periods ahead (.Q,>l) given the 
quadratic loss f un ction is considerably more compli ca t ed if they are un-
conditional on ""T+l'wT+2 , . .. ,wT+Q.-l ' As an illust r ation, the optimal 
point prediction for wT+Z'QT+2 ' is 
+ Elji 
2
w + . . . + E¢ w 
2 T p T-p+ 
The eva luation of the second term on the right hand side of th e 
equa tion involves the numerical i ntegratio n of p integrals, each CT.JO fold . 
However, if we substitute the obtained forecast, wT+l ' fo r wT+l' 
L.2 
QT+2 becomes simply 
Using this method, the forecast for wT+) would be 
Forecasts fo r greater lead times can easily be completed by this 
step-by- step r ecursive ca l cula tion procedure . 
In gene ral, unde r a quadratic loss f un c tio n, the optimal point es ti-
mate f or wT+i conditional only on w
1
, ... ,wT wi ll be very complex compu-
tationally r e l ative to th e es tima te computed in th e step-by- step manner , 
tha t is, when 
The latter forecas t can be thought of an app r oxima tion to th e more 
complex un conditiona l po1.nt forecas t . 
tn the empirical por ti on of this paper, the two types of forecasts 
are compared , both in t erms of computa tiona l costs and a ccuracy of pre-
die ti0n . 
2 . Inve rtible mov ing ave r age processes 
We r ep r esen t th e moving average process of order q as 
w 
t 
0 + a t - e a 
1 t-1 
and a ssume the following : 
e a t 
q t-q' 1, 2 ' ... '[ 
( 5 ) 
(a) 
(b ) 
where 
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the process is inve rtible 
2 
p(al-q ' . . . aTl o ,6 ,8) ~ N(O , a I) 
The system in (5) can be written 
0 -e - t:l q- 1 -e q 1 
0 - 0 - t:l q- 1 q 
+ 
0 
0 - 8 
q 
1 a 1-q 
0 
-e a ] 2-q 
7-
l 
-e 1 1 
aT 
or i n matr i x fo r m, w = o + Aa [A(T,T+q)] where w' =(w
1
, . . . , \vT) , 
o (o , . . . , o) , a ' = (al-q ' .. . , qT), and A is the matrix above . 
2 
Since w is a linear transformation of a wh e re p(a lcr , o , 6) ~ N(O ,a 1), 
p(wlo , o , 6) "'Normal with 
Ew 6 + AEa 
and 
El (w- 6 ) (w-o ) '] Aicr
2
A1 AA' a2 
so that 
!AA ' ,-1 /2 l -1 
p(w
1
, ... , wTl a , o , e ) a: T exp l-2 1.w-o) ' (AA ' ) (w- o) ] a 2a - -
The covariance ma trix of w
1
,w
2
, . .. wT ' 
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2 
r Yo AA ' a Y1 Y2 yq 0 
where 
Yo yl yq 
I Yo "r1 I i 
s ymrn . 
TxT 
Y = a2c1 + o12 + e 2 + .. . e 2> 
0 2 q 
k 1, 2' ... q 
The covartance for lags k>q l s 0 since w Jnvolves only disturbances 
t 
up to t-q . 
For the prior densiLy o[ a and 8 , a particular prior is chosen for ~ 
compatible with an invertible process, namely p(a , o , 8) ~ l/O for all 8 
such that the r oo ts of Lhe characteris t ic equation 8(B) = 0 lie outside 
the unit circle , 0 otherwise . 
Combi ning Lhe prior and li kelihood vla Bayes theorem gives us 
-1 /2 
I ~I AA I I 1 I I -1 p(a, o , e w1 , w2 , ... wT)w T+l expl - -
2 
2 (w-~) (AA) (w-~) J a a 
for B compatible with an inve rtible process, 0 othe rwise . 
Since AA ' does no t j nvo tve o , this density is an inverted gamma 
distribution in o . Integrating out a yields 
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Forecasting one period ahead wi th a purely moving average model is 
not as s tra i ghtforward as it was fo r the autoregr essive model since t he 
a a r e unobservable . De rivation of the predictive probability density 
t 
func tion for wT+.R. (i>l) is the most direct route for obt a ining a fore -
cast . Letting 6 = (cr, 6 , B) we have 
J p(w,L+ t ' 6l w1 ,w2 , ... , wT)<l6 
Rq+2 
J Rq+2 [ p (wT+t , VJ1,w2 ' ... , wT !6) p(6) J d6 
I [p(w
1
, w
2
, ... ,wTj 6)p(6)]d6 
Rq+2 
'l'he integrand in the denomina t o r has already been derived . It i s 
p·r oportional to the joint distribution of a , o ,8 , and w
1
, . . . , wT (proportion-
a l since p(Ll) is imprope r). Fo r .R,>2 the de rivation of the in tegrand i n th e 
numerator is fairly complex . But eve n with its functional form in hand, 
the comp utation of a single mean sq ua r e error forecast requires 2q+5 
integra t ions , most of which would be nume ri cally pre fo rmed . ( The integral 
in the denominator of th e last expression may possibly not converge . In 
this case p(wT+.R, ' 6i w
1
,w2 , ... wT) sho uld be di r ec tly integrated with 
respect to 6 . ) 
3 . Stationary invertible autoregr essive moving average processes 
We represent the autoregress ive moving average process of or der (p,q) 
as 
w 
t 
and assume the following: 
where 
(a) the process is sta tionary 
(b) the process is invertible 
2 
(c) p(al-q' .. . aTlo,o , <jl , 8) ""N(O,a I) 
To obtain the likelihood function , 
we will first obtain 
t 1 , 2, . . . T 
p(u
1
, .. . uT10,6 , <jl , 8) . Since thew ' s are stationary and are a linear 
transformation of the u's, we can th en derive the de nsity fo r t he w' s . 
The system in (7) can be written as 
u = 6 + Aa 
where 
(6) 
(7) 
a nd 
A 
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o ' (6 , o , .. . , o) is T dimensional 
u ' 
a ' 
lul , ... , uT) 
(al- q , a2-q' ... 'aT) 
-e 
q 
0 
-e 
q 
-e 
q 
-e l 1 0 
l 
-e i 
1 
l 
l'x (T+q) 
No t e tha t u t akes the place: of w in th e analysis of purely moving 
aver age pr ocesses . 
As befor e, 
£u = o + AEa o 
and 
f:: [ ( U-Q) ( U- 6 ) I ] AA ' o 2 
As a l ine ar t r ansfo r mation of multinormal r a ndom va riables, the 
multinormal density for u
1
,ul '' .. uT is g iven by 
a:IAA ' 1-1 / 2 1 -1 
T exp I- - 2 (u- 6) ' (AA ' ) (u-6) ] a 2a - -
To obta in p(w
1
, .. . wTl6 , o , cjl , 0 ) we use th e assump tio n that thew ' s 
L8 
evolved f r om a normal stallona r y process . Taking expectations in (6) we 
have 
or 
To derive the variance and a utocovari a nces of w
1
, ... ,wT, we will 
wrlte the model as 
~ w + ~ w 
2 
+ .. . + ~ w + a - ~ a - ~ a 
2 'Yl t - 1 ~2 t - ~p t - p t ~l t - 1 ~2 t- <!> a q t-q 
an d inte rpret wt as t he de viation from its mean . 
Mu l tiplying ~ ) through by w and t ak in g expec tations we have 
t 
Mu lt iplying throu gh by w k (k>O) in (8 ) and taking expectations, 
t-
w e fin d tha t the a utocovaria nces sa t isfy th e diffe r ence e:qua ti on 
(8) 
(9) 
Yk = <P1Yk-l + ... + cppyk-p + [y <k) - e y Ck- 1) - ... - e y Ck-q) J c10) wa 1 wa q wa 
The expr ession in br ackets on th e right ha nd side is th e covar iance 
be tween w k a nd u . y (k) = E(w ka ) and y (k) = 0 for k>O since 
t- t wa t- t wa 
w 
1 
involves only those shocks whi ch have occu rre d up t o time t-k . Fo r 
t- < 
k2_q+l the bracketed expression is zero s ince t he argument of each y 
wa 
is grea t er tha n zero . 
Thus fo r k>q+l 
Thes e covariances a t lags gr ea t e r tha n q follow the pat t ern determined 
by the autor egr essive portion o( th e process . 
Equat i on (B) and the first p+q e qua tions of (9) comprise a s ystem 
2 
involving the p+q+l parameters a , ¢
1
, . .. ,¢ p ' e
1
, ... , e q a nd y
0
, y1 , · .. ,y p+q· 
The sys t em can be solved simulta neously and y
0
, ... , yp+q expressed in 
t erms of 
2 
a , ~ 1 • .. . , <j> p, e1 , . .. , Hq . Yp+q+l '' .. ·~r-l can be expressed 
in t e rms 
2 
of a , <P L'' . . , <j>P , 01 , . .. , eq via the difference equation 
Upon solvi ng, the variance- covar i ance ma trix, Q, of w
1
, ... WT can 
he se t up 
YT-1 
n ccr,<J>,8) 
Since w follows a normal process , we have 
t 
a: In <a , ¢ , e ) 1-1I 2 exp [ - i< w- µ ) ' rn ca , qi , e) l - l I 2 Cw-µ) ] 
whe r e w' = (w1 , w2 , ... ,wT) and J.J is the T dimensional vector of which each 
element is o/ (1-$1- $2 - ... - <P p) . 
For a marginal over 8 , $ , B, and a , the following prior, uni fo r m in 
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o, $ . e, and lo g cr , is chosen. 
p(o,cp,8 , cr) <Xl/cr for cp and b such that the roots of the two 
character istic equa tions , ¢(0) = 0 and 8(B) = 0 lie outside the 
unit c ircle 
0 o therwis e 
Applying Bayes theore m, we arrive at the posterior for cr , o , ¢ , and 
e given by 
times (w-µ) J for q.i and e compa tible \.Jith a stationary , 
invertible process . 
0 o the rwlse 
Forecasts for th e autoregressive moving average model can be directly 
ob tained via the predictive probability density function given the chosen 
loss f un c tion . The predictive density is complex computationally . 
Letting l'i = (cr,o,¢ , e ), it i s theoretically given by 
p(w 9lw1 •... , w) t+ . T J p(wT+94, l\lw1 , . . . ,wT)dl'i 
Rp+q+ 2 
I ' p(wT+R. ' w1,w2' . .. , wTjl'i)p(l'i)dl'i 
Rp+q+£ 
J p ( w l , . . . , w T j l'i) p ( l'i) dl'i 
Rp+q+2 
Analogous to earlier r es ult s , the denominator ' s integrand has already 
heen derived; it l s th e joint density for th e parameters of th e mode l, cr , 
Jl 
o,cp ,6 , and w
1
, ... wT . (As noted before , if integral in the 
de nominato r djverges p(wT+! ' ~iw1 , ... ,wT) should be integrated directly 
with respec t to ~ . ) 
4 . ARIMA pr ocesses 
For the ARMA (p , q) process , it has been shown that 
Now , if for t = 1, 2 , ... T, 
(1- B)d 
d 
w z L (~)(-l)d-k(Il)d-k z 
t t k=O t 
the likelihood, 
can be derived as follows. 
The inverse of the transformation from z tow is give n above and the 
Jacob ian, 
wl w2 w3 w 'L' 
z 1 (-l)d-l(d) (- l)d- 2(d) 
1 1 2 
() 
z2 J. <- .ud-1t~) 
J 1 1 
zk 0 ( d) (-1) d- k k 
c-i)d-1<a> 
1 
ZT - 1 
has a de terminant of 1 so tha t 
0: 1nca ,¢,e) 1-1 12 exp [- ttz- p ) 1 [Q(o , qi ,e) l-1 ( z- µ )J 
where 
z ' d d d ((1-B) z
1
, (1- B) zL , . .. ,(1- B) zT) 
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II . STANDARD APPROACHES TO TIIE MODEL 
The standard approach t o implementing an ARI~~ model des i gned fo r 
forecasting involves four basic sLeps . Firs t, the appr opr iate model is 
t en t a tjvcly identified, that is , th e fo llowing are de t e rmine d: p , the 
o rder of the au t oregr ess i ve por tion of the model; d , th e order of dif-
fe r encing necessa r y t o achieve a stati onary ser J es ; an d q, th e ordc r of 
the moving average porLion of Lhe model. 
The second s tep i s th e es tima tion of Lhe parameters of the dif-
ferenced series ' model. Ma ximum l i.kelihood estima tes ar e usually advo-
cated but becaus e th e system of partial de riva t ives is highly nonlinear 
in the mode 1 ' s para me tt'rs, mul tiple local maxima and minima may exist . 
S ince explicit theo r et i ca l solu tions ar c diff i c ult to obtain , computer 
routines designed to find a local cri tical point of an appr oximation to the 
l ikelihoo d funct l11n a r e us ually used. 
The third step involves model veri fica tion , that i s , diagnostic 
hypothesis t esling to check the a ppropriate ness of the fitted model . I f a 
model is found inadequaLc a t this s t a t e , another plausible model is enter-
tained and the second and third steps r epealed . 
Finally , when a model has been ver ified and found t o be adequate , 
it is used t o forecast. \.J~ wlll now dlsc.uss each s t ep in mo r e detail , 
examining those procedures mos t widely advoca t ed. 
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A. Choice of p , d , and q 
There are two plcton1l techn i ques commonly used to informally test 
for the stationariLy of a series or Lhe slntionarity of the dth dif-
fercnces of the series . 
The first procedure involves the inspection of the graphs of the 
original series and plausible differences of the series . If one of the 
plotted se r ies Dppears to f Luctuote i.lrounu ~1 fixed l evel through t:lme 
then one may suspect stationarity since for a slationary process , the 
mean of c:he series is constant through time . 
The second procedure entails inspection or the estimated auto-
correlation function defined ns the sequence r
0
, r
1
. r
2
, . .. where 
T- k T 
l ;: < z --Zx z +k_ z-> i / : < z -7.) 2 
t=] t L t=l t 
k = 0, 1.2, . . . 
for a s e ries, z , suspe cted of being stationary . A failure of the 
t 
estimated autocorreJat ion function to die out quickly is taken as on 
indication that the underlying process should be treated as non-
. 13 
srat1onary . 
In practice , dis usuaJly less than or eqmll to 2 . 
Having decided on an appropriate va]ue for cl, one works with the 
diffl?renred SPries , twt jwt = (1-B)dzt ' t = d+l, ... N} t o identify the 
mndcJ ' s au torcgress i ve component of order p and moving average component: 
n 
St'c> Box and .knkinc; [ !1 J for n discussil)n or why one would expect 
this hchovior i.n the autocorreJntion function when t he process is 
nonstationary. 
3) 
of order q . 
The two sLatistics use d to identify p and q are the sample auto-
correla tion f un ction lSAF) just defined, and the sample partial autocorrela-
" tion function (SPAF) . To define the SPAF , leL <Pkk be the es timated coeffl-
clent of wt-k having fitLcd an autoregr essive process of order k by 
ordinary least squares t o the series wt . Hy fitting autoregressive 
processes of orders l , 2 , 3, and so f orth , us lng ordinary least squares , 
" " the es timated coefficients , <1>
11
, <1> 22 , ... , comprise the SPAF . 
The SPAF appr oxima t es the partial au t ocorr ela tion function defined 
by the sequence <P ll ' <1> 22 , q>33
, . .. . 
Where <l> kk is obtained by solving the Yule-Walker system 
r ~l pl P2 pk- 1 <l>kl P1 l pl pk-2 <Pk2 P2 
p2 pl l 
x 
I . 
I . 
l.pk- 1 . 1 $kkl pk 
for the <j> kj ' s ln terms of p 
1
, p
2
, . .. pk . For autoregressive processes 
of order p , <l>kk is nonzero only for k_2.p , but since the inverted form o f 
e ithe r purely moving average or mixed schemes is infinite in ex te nt, 
the partial a 11t:ocorrelatl on function for both processes will cons ist o f 
an infinite convergent series of nonzero points. <j>k k (k = 1,2 , . . . ) . 
Since the SAF and SPAF tend to mi mlc th e true autocorrelation and 
partial autocorrelation functions , respec t i vc· l y , Lh e genera l .:1ppearan ce 
36 
of the estimaLors should provide c lues about th e appr opriate choi ce of p 
and q . Table 1 summa rizes Lhe likely behavior of the diffe r ent fun c tions 
f . . <l • d I 14 or au t or egr essive , moving ave r age , an mixe sc1emes. As several 
au thor s point out , a suitable choi ce is an ar t rather than a science ; and 
linking SAF' s and SPAF ' s to Lh e correc t spcci fi cation of an ARMA proce ss 
t yp i cally becomes easie r through experience with ac tual construc tions . 
For a pure moving ave rage process of orde r q , the r e exis ts a hy-
po th esis t es L due to Bartle LL [ 2 J a nd Anderson ll ] wh i ch allows one to 
test whether the SAF l s compa tibl e with the hy pothesis that the underlying 
process follows a moving average scheme of orde r q . Bartlett 
de rived the following approxlma t e 15 expresRinn for the variance u( Lhe 
estimated autocorrelation coeffi ci ent for stati onary norma l processes : 
v=-oo 
q ? 
whi ch r educes t o Va r lrkl - (l/f) (1 + 2 E p - J when the unde r lying 
v=l v 
process is moving ave r age o ( order q . 
Wh en rk=O , that i s , [u r k>q, Ande r son h.Js shown Lhat 
r k/(Varlrk])
112 
is approxima t ely ,
16 
distributed as a standard normal 
14 
The t ab l e l s taken from Box and Jenkins I~. p . 79) . 
15
App r oxima t e in the senR e t hat terms o th er than the dominant 
first t e r m in the expans ion of the exac t r es ult i n power s of ( l/T) are 
omitted . 
16
App r oxi maLe i.'1 the sense that the 5 and 1 percent s j gn i ficance 
points a r e essen lially those of the standard normal t o 2 decima l places . 
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deviate . 
\.Ji [h this r e sult, on e ca n test whether the SAF is compatible 
with th e ass umption Llwt [he process i s movinl:', average of orde r q . 
If by inspection of the SAF and SPAF , n n a utoregr ess ive scheme of 
o rd e r p is suspected , the re exists a hypo Lhes ls test as to whetht!r 
the theore tical partial outoco r relntion coeff i cJ ents beyond lag p are 
ze ro . 
Qucnouil l e [15] showed th a t if t he und erlying pr ocess is auto-
regressive of o rder p , the estimates of the par tia l autoco rrelations a r e 
approximate l y independe nt ly dis tri butctl with 
Var(~kk) ~ l /T for k > p+l 
. 17 
Box and Jenkins c l a im thnt t:h e es U mates a r e also approx1mnte l y 
nonna l so th a t 
Thus , one ca n evalunte \vhether th e SPAF agrees with the hypo thesis 
t haL th e process is autor egressive of orde r p . 
B. Es tlmation an d Vcrif i.ca tion 
ThP usun l estimates o [ the pnrarnete r s of an ARMA process a re 
a pproximations to th e maximum li.kel illood es timates wh e r e r:h e likelihood 
fu nc t ion i s n o t conditiona l on previous or unobserved valu es of the 
w ' s . Actua ll y , th e est imnt~s . ca l l l'd l enst squares es tlmn tes, do max j-
mize a certain fu n c tion but one that is an approx ima tion t o t he 
l 7 · · I · · L f d ( 1/ 'f) The b i as 1-n t1 e app r ox1ma t1 on . s o or c: r . 
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unconditional likelihood . 1here ar c several ways usually advocated of 
approximating the l i kelihood , and typically the different approximations 
result in different estimates . 1he exact unconditional l ikelihood func-
tion fo r mixed processes has already been derived in Sec tion TI . Here we 
will s i mply present t he various approximaLions . 
Recall , an ARNA (p , q) process can be written as 
w - <ti 
1
w t - l - . .. - cp w - o + <I> ] a 1 + ... + cp a t p t - p t - q t-q (11) 
2 
Assuming the a t are NID(O ,o ) , t he density for w
1
, .. . wT conditio na l 
2 
on the parame ters cj> , e , a ' 6 , w1- p ···. ,wu, and a1 - q •· · . , ao is given by 
where 
S*(cj>,8 , o) 
T 
L (w - !J> w 
t=l t 1 t-1 
2 
cl> w + 6 + ela l + . . . + aqat-q) p t-p t -
S*(4"i , 8 , 6) is called a "conditional" sum of squares function . One 
appr oxi mat i on to the un cond iLlonal likelihood is given by (12) where 
at(t=l- q , . . . 0) is se t eq ual to zero (i t s uncondiLional expectation) and 
w (t=l-p , ... 0) is set equal [0 w. The values of$ , e, and 6 which mini-
t 
mize (13) a r e t aken as the chosen esti mates . Representing es timates as 
A A A ~ ? 
<!> , B, 6 , and B , B- is gjven by 
S.,(~ , 0 , 6)/T ,, 
Another approximation is given by (12) with a
1 
, .. . a set equal to 
- q p 
(12) 
(13) 
(14) 
ze r o and actua]Jy CH'curring v:1lues of th ew ' s used throughout . Using this 
40 
second approximation, the sununation in S*(; ,e ,6J ex t ends from p+l to T. 
Again , the values of ¢ , O, und 6 which minim1ze this approximation to the 
,,z 
unconditional sum of squar es f unc tion are chosen and a is again given by 
( 14) . 
We wi ll prese nt what i. s known l n the lite r a tu r e as th e " unconditiona l 
likelihood" for an ARMA (p ,q) process . It is unconditional on previous 
va lues of thew ' s and a ' s i n the usua l probability s ense . 
However , the advocated approxima tion to this likelihood i s condi tional 
on " back forecas t ed" predictions of thew ' s and a ' s . 'lhe back forecasts 
a r e d is cuss ed in th e Appendix . 
The deri vation of the unconditional likelihood begins by writing a n 
ARI'~ (p ,q) process as a fi nit e moving ave r age of some order Q. For 
au toregress i ve or mixed processes Lhe proper c hoice of Q is queslionable . 
A guidPl i ne is s uggested by th e f act cha t observa tions whic h evolve from a 
finite moving avera ge process of order Q are uncorrela t ed at l ags gr ea t e r 
than Q. llere the unconditional likelJhood is pr esented for finite MA(Q) 
18 
processes . We use f(B) , a Qt h ord~r polynomial in B to r epresent the 
approximntion to lP(B) which may be infinite. Only i f l'(B)=0(B) 
whrn the underlying model i s MA(q) will the likcJ ihood be exac t ra the r 
than an approx i ma tion . We assume that the ARMA (p,q) process can be 
appr ox ima t ely written as 
18 
For a detailed derivation , see Box and Jenkins [41 . 
(15 ) 
where f(B) equals the first Q t erms in the series~-] (B)B(B) . If we now 
proceed as if th e approximation ls exact , ass uming the process is i n-
vertible and tha t p(al-Q' ... arjr ,6 ,o) ~ N(O , r o 2) we can derive 
p(w
1
, ... ,w
1
lr,o,o). The final r esult is the following : 
where 
lx ' xl - 112 1 
p(w lcr , cS , f) a: ---"T exp [- -2 [ (Xa + ((\~) ' (xa + Lw)] 
a 2a 
IX' Xl - 1/2 1 ~ exp[- - 2S(o , f) ] 
a 2a 
x(T+Q)xQ L(T+Q)xT 
A21 rQ r q- 1 
r 
1 1 TxQ rQ r2 
0 
rQ 
0 
_J 
[
- 0 
- -1 
J\22 
1 
I 
_J 
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and 
TxT 
0 
l 
1 
0 1 
The last expression l s the unconditiona l likelihood for the model ' s 
pa r ame t e rs . S(6 , f) involves only ,) , ¢ , 8 , and observed values of the w' s . 
The appropriate es tima t es ar e t a ken again as the l east sq ua r es esti-
mates , that i s , those val ues of 6 , $ , and 8 min i mizing S(o , f) . In 
pr ac tice , however , a no the r fo rm of S( o, f) which is mor e convenient 
computationally is use d. The alternative form fo r S(o , r ) is 
T 
s (6, f) E ( E [ a jw , o , f]) 
t t=l-Q 
Taking expectations in (15) , 
where 
[wt] = wt for t = 1,2, .. . T . 
2 
T 
E [a ] 2 
t t=l- Q 
Gi ve n calcul a t e d back f or ecas t s of [w
1
_Q ], ... , [w0 ] , [a 1
_
2
QJ, ... , 
[a0 ] , and values fo r the par ame t e rs, the system ( 17) can be used 
r ecurs i vely t o compute an a pproxima tion to (16) . For pre liminary back-
(16) 
(17) 
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forecasted estimates o( unobserve d quantities , and preliminary es timates 
2 
of o , ¢ , 6 , and a , see the Appendix. 
Analogous t o approxl ma Ling any ARMA (p , q) mode l b y an MA of orde r 
Q and de riving the likelihood of the ap proximatin g MA( Q) process , one can 
appr oximate an ARMA(p , q) as an AR of order p and use the density for 
purely autoregressive schemes given in Section [ . 
Since S(o , f) is nonlinea r in cj:i , 6 , and o , a nonlinear estima tion 
routine is used to obtain l e ast squares es timates 8, $, and § . 
~bst routines of this natu r e a rc based on a Tay l or series app r oximation 
of S(o,r) about an initial guess for t h e parameter values . 
A procedure known as Mar qua rdt ' s iterative procedur e was use d to 
obtain the sampling theory ]east squares es timates for the ente r tained 
models of the empirical portion of this paper. 
19 
Having est ima t ed the tentatively chosen mode l , diagnostic checks 
can be appli ed t o th e model ln order to check its adequacy. A typical 
diagnostic t echn ique cal led " overfitting" entail s fitting a more elaborate 
mode l which includes par ame t ers covering s us pected areas of inadequacy . 
A hypotheses tes t is then appJied to the add it iona l parameters t o see 
. 20 
whethe r they are essential ly ze r o . Other diagnostic tests involve the 
analysis of th e es timated r esidua l s , 
19 . 
For an explana t ion of ci1e algorithm, the interested reader i s re-
fe r red to D. W. Marquardt [J lJ. 
20 . 
ror details , see Nelson flJ] . 
a 
t 
(t 
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21 
1,2, .. . T). 
C. Foree as tlng 
In the analysis thaL follows , only unobse rvable quantities beyond 
time tare treated as r andom variables . Denote the forecast of w for 
t 
period t+1 and based on all thew ' s (or equivalently, all the a ' s) up to 
time t as w (1) . w (.Q,) shall be called th e origin-t forecast for lead 
t t 
time .R, . 
Suppose w follows an ARMA process (the parameters of the model known 
t 
exactly) . Using the random shock form of the model , let 
~1 (B)at+t (where lJ! 0=1) 
00 
e (1) + w 00 
t t 
Taking expec tations in (19) conditional on past w' s , we have 
21
For three difierent diagnostic tes ts dealin g with the r esiduals , 
see Box and Jenkins [4] . 
(18) 
(19) 
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E(w n lw,w 
1
, ... ) = E( e(Q.)lw ,w 
1
, . .. )+E(w('l)/w,w 
1
, . .. ) 
t+)(. t t- t t t- t t t-
= o + ECO (1) lw , w 
1
, ... ) 
t L t-
s inc e by ass ump t I on , unobserved shocks are indcpende n t of Lh e pas t 
= w ( .Q.) 
t 
since wt(JI.) is determined by wt ,wt- 1 •· .. 
Hence , in this con t ex t, 0 ( t) minimizes the e x pected mean square 
t 
f ore c as t e rr or glven by 
E(e ( .Q. ) lw , w 
1
, ... ) 
t t t -
2 
E (w tH.- w t (.Q.)) 
E(wt(t)-wt+.Q.)
2 
Var [e (i)) 
t 
( 1 lll 2 Ill 2 tlJ 2 ) 2 = + 1 l + T 2 + . . . + r R,- l 0 
00 
(20) 
In prac tj ce , to compuLe i~r(.Q.) = E l!'n .a . , th e a are replaced by 
j=O N+ j L-J t 
the es timated e rro rs, a t (which for mode r ate degr ees of accuracy are 
neglig ible beyond some point) , Lhat is , th e r es iduals from the es tima ted 
equa tio n , and the l!'.Q.+j a r e r eplaced by the ir estimates '1'.Q.+j after fi t tin g 
the model . 
A more conventional and common method for computing the forecasts is 
t o use th e difference equation fo rm o f the process . The computation of 
w ( .Q.) begin s by f inding 
t 
\~ (1) = ~ \.J + + 7 W + £ - eA aA ~ A 
v t '+' 1 t · · · p t- p+ 1 u l t - · · · - ti q a t - q + l 
Since at+l is indepe ndent of wt , wt_
1
, . . . , it is s et to its ex-
pectation , zero . Also for t2_0 , wt is taken Lo be the backforecasted value , 
46 
and similarly for at Next w (2) is obtained via the equation 
t 
w (2) = $
1
o (1) + . .. + ~ w + 6-~ 2ac t t p t - p+2 - e a q t-q+2 
where again , at~l and a ? are set to zero . 
' t+~ 
Continuing in this manner , 
we arrive at 
- e a 
q t - q+.t 
Fo r q<£<p , the forecast involves only an a u toregr essive portion . For 
.t > max [ p , q] we have 
w ( R. ) 
t 
~10 <£- 1) + ... + ¢a <t -p) t p t 
From (20) we see that the variance of the forecast e rror is given by 
2 2 2 2 
(1 + 'i + ' 2 + . .. + ~£ ) a when the weights are exactly known. But in 
practice, since the ~k are r e placed by their es timates which are them-
selves random variables, the variance of the forecast e r r or will i n 
gene r al be large r . 
22 
The variances and the bias of the es t imates 1Pk 
when the approximating nonlinear estimation routine is used are diffi-
cult to determine . 
Although the Bayesian prescription for the computation of forecas ts 
is considerably more complicated , the evaluation of the variance of fore -
cnsts is accompl i shed straightforwardly by numerical inte gration 
routines . 
22 ,., " - 1 " 
The estimates of 'k are typica lly obtained via o/ {Bi = $ ~B)8(B) . 
Since the o/k ' s a r e in general n~nline~r functions of the Bi and ~j• they 
will usua l ly be biased eve n jf e and. are unb lased fore and. 
r es per: ti vcly. 
47 
III . POST-BAYESIAN APPROACH : IDENTH"'YING THE TRADE- OFFS 
/\ . Choice of Methods 
As present'd here , both tht:: Btiycsian ond Orthodox approaches utilize 
assumptions simplifying anolysls of the model but neither approach 
attempts to measure the impl.icit trade- offs oc curring between the level 
of complexity and accuracy o[ analysis . 
Two points on which the Bayesian analysis was simplified were first , 
proceeding throughout the analyses on spcci[led values of p , d, and q, 
that is , p , d , and q were treated as known constants rather than as random 
. 23 
variables similar to ¢ , B , 6 , and a ; and second, the choice of a 
uniform prjor over the p<Jrnmeters oE interest r<Jther than one whJch 
reflects most accur ately prior personal beliers . 
Several points on which the Orthodox analysis was simplified arc 
found in: the use of pictorial techniques and hypothesis tests
24 
in 
jdentifying p , d, and q; Lhc use of a finite moving average process 
23
Although more comp J0x computat i onally , Lhe approach of treating the 
parameters . p , d, and q as r andom variubles i s more in the Bayesian 
spirit. Idenlly , by taking a suitable prior over¢, 8 , 6 , a:> , p, d, and q , 
the predic tjve density p(z 0 1 z , ... z) could be implemented for fore -t+.>:. l T 
casting without ever speci[yJng particular values for the parameters which 
include in this instance , p, d, and q . 
24 
Si gnificance tests (used not on ly in identifying p, d, and q . but 
;Jt 1rny stage!. o l model ana lysis ) can be viewt'd ns crude procedures at-
tempting to detect whether the ga in ln simplicily resulting from accepting 
the null hypotlwsis outweighs the inaccuracy resulting from accepting it . 
F'or a djscussion of hypothesis tt'sts in a Pos t-Hnyesian framework , see 
rad en and Rauf's e r [ 7] . 
48 
to approximate autoregressive and mixed schemes; the computation of 
backforecasted values of unobservable quantities for the evaluation of the 
unconditi.onal s um of squares function; the substi tution of least squares 
es tima tes for mnx Lmum like lihood estinwtes ; and the simple r ecursive calcu-
lation of the period T+£ forecast by substitution of earlier forecasts , 
T+£- l , T+£-2, ... , T+l, in the difference equation form of the model. 
The problem of mode l srecification and choice of procedures for 
analysis is actually one of balancing the inaccuracy of competing 
strategies against the compl exities associated with each strategy . As 
more resources arc invested into an analysis , for example, man hours of 
designing and le.arning an increasingly complex model, avai l able compu t er 
use f unds, man hours of tlnalyzing and checking the appropriateness of a 
proposed model, higher levels of model accuracy can be ob tained. And as 
accur acy increases, the losses associa t ed with implementing the model in 
the formulation of poJicy decisions decline . The strategy minimizing the 
sum of costs due to th e level of complexi t y of an analysis and expected 
costs due to model inaccuracy is taken as optimal in the Post- Bayesi an 
framework . 
The set of possible compe tjng strategies fo r choosing an appropriate 
specification and implementing an ARIMA (p,d,q) model is extremely large . 
An attempt to measure th e complexity-inaccuracy costs associated with each 
would he extremely time demanding and cost l y . Even if accomplished, the 
results could not prescribe an absolu t e rule for all investigators be-
ca use of the subjective nature of portions of both Bayesian and Orthodox 
25 
procedures . 
49 
As mentioned earlil!r , the decision to choose a model fr om the class 
of ART1L\ models is frequently mL1de (or the s:tkl! of model simplicity. That 
ls , even Lhou gh one h:1s Lil e cho i ce of fo vcst l gating more cJoho r ate 
models such as large s i multaneo us equations models , the search f or an 
appropriate model is limited to the class of ARI~~ models because the 
gain in mode 1 simplicity (;:md the associa tcd cos ts of analysis) outweighs 
on expected possible l oss in model inaccuracy . 
As the comp l e xity of modt•l ana lys is increases one would expect a 
gain in m0del nccuracy . If , however , in striving t o achieve l1lgher levels 
of accuracy , additional rl'sources alloca t ed t:o analyzing a model are 
i 11 d . . I d . b l . 
26 
m sa ocnte , inaccuracy may rema1n un c 1ange o r possi y rise . 
llypothc t icn lly, for c• a ch s lralegy of an .. tlysis designed to describe 
a v ariah l e, z , Lhere is nn associa t ed level of complexity (which of t e n 
can be directly translated into a pecuniary cost) and also , an expected 
l eve l of inaccuracy . For !-:i.rnpl i1·ity, ai:;surne cnrnplexity , C , is measured 
in do ll rirs and ('xpec tl'd inacnira<:y , I , i s me11sl1red by a convC'ntional 
a 
25
Fu r cxnmplc, i nvl'stig;itors will Lypicil ll y differ on t h e inte r pr eta-
tion and prescriptions of sample corr~lograms . Also , it is un likely that 
different investiga t ors wilJ r<'fJect id entic<1J pe r sonal pr oh;ihl lLties in 
rhei r pr i ors us<!d in a r j go r ous Bayes i a n an;iJ ys is . 
26 
For an example in refecence to Li me scriC's ana l ys i s, see Box and 
Jenkins [4 , pp . L48- 250) . 
so 
T T 
( E (z -z )2/ E z 2) 1/2 
t =l t t t =l L 
where z is t he ac tua l value a t time t and z is Lh e predicted value . 
t t 
Let S represent the sel of all possible stra Legl es and consider 
represe nting each str ategy, say S., (i = 1, 2 , ... ) by its associa t ed 
.L 
componen ts, (C1 , Tai) in the complexity- inaccuracy plane (see Figure 1) . 
The "efficiency f r ontier" i s the set of points reflecting the 
lowes t attainable level for C given a l evel of I . It is the inner 
a 
envelope curve o [ the set o[ all possible s trategies. 
Minimizing the sum of expected complt!xity and inaccuracy cos ts ove r 
the set S implies t hat an investiga t or c hoose a strategy on th e ef-
ficie ncy fronLier . Figur e 2 gr aphically depic ls the appropriate solu-
tions . 
As an example , when expec t ed t otal cos l s , 
T=C+n.I 
a 
(Case 1) 
at the point o f op timality th e i soc line is give n by linea r segment , T
1
D1 . 
It has s l ope , - n , a nd its jatcrce pt , T
1
, is equa l to the minimal expec t ed 
to t a l costs of Lil e a nal ys l s . As the cos t of anti cipa ted inaccuracy 
decreases , that is , as the slope of the i socline i ncr eas es , the op timal 
strategy and the associated expec t ed complexi t y- inaccuracy mix will change ; 
an optimal straLcgy will be less complex as well as less accurate , but 
with a l owe r t o t a l cos t. 
Suppost• more genera lly that expected t o t a l cos ts a r e given by 
T 
2 
C+a.l +b.l (a , b'O ) 
a a (Ccisc :n 
Expected 
Complexity 
Costs 
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ef ficiency "'-
[ron Lie r 
Figure 1 . Alternative strategi es 
Expected 
Complexity 
Costs 
Figure 2 . Optimal choices 
Case 2 
Expected 
Inaccuracy 
Expected 
Inaccuracy 
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the isocline is given by the c urved segmen t, T2o2 . 
27 
The optimal stra t egy l s located at the point of tangency between 
the isocline and the efficiency frontier, at the point corresponding to 
s
2
. The point T
2 
measures total minimum cos t s when s2 is implemented . 
Similar to the result earlter, i f either a or b dec r eas e , reflecting 
a decreas e in th e l osses occ urring from expec te d model i nacc uracy , t he 
slope of th e i socline will increase , ca using t a ngency to occur at a point 
of lower expected complexity and higher expec t ed inaccuracy but with a 
sma ll er total cos t. 
B. Inaccuracy and Complexity Cos t s
28 
The degree of inaccuracy in a model or a nalysis of a model is in-
versely r elated t o the benefi t s arising from empl oying the model i n the 
formu lation of pol icy deci s i ons . Th i s is because s uch decis i ons ar e 
based at least in part on the premise that model forecas t s are accurate . 
Forecas t s , or more gene r ally , model inaccuracy , may r esul t in cos t l y 
ineffective policies . 
For this r eason , t he more important the problem which th e model is 
designed to investigate, th e gr ea t e r the l evel of complexity whi ch is 
27 
When th e eff i c i ency f rontie r is not smooth, the t a ngency condi t i on 
does not app l y . 
28 
The treatment of complexi t y here should be distinguished f r om another 
different but related approach to complexity (familiar to computer 
scienti sts) which at t empts to measure the l east number of s t e ps required (or 
computer r esources r~quired) to s ol ve various mathematical , combinatorial, 
and_ sorting probl ems, e . g . inve rt a ma trix , evaluate a f unction of a give n 
complexity , determine the limi t of a seq uence , order a se t of fami ly names 
lexicographically, e t c . For an extensi.ve bibliogr aphy on th i s ar ea 
of study see Sav~ge [17) . 
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wa rranted . 
Hypothetically , f or policy on which a se t of fo r ecas t s is based , the 
loss due to inaccuracy can be translated into a pecuniary cos t. Al though 
such an inaccuracy cost function might be difficul t t o measure, it is 
probably the mos t use ful way of e xamining inaccuracy since it facilitates 
compa rison with the s econd aspect of mode l analysis , complexity, which has 
cor r es ponding cos ts : the initial ma n hour costs of formulating and 
learning the model, th e computer use and man hour costs of f itting the 
model , th e compute r use and man hour cos ts of maintaining , interpreting , 
an d communica t ing results o f the model . 
It will usually be true thar as the inaccuracy of a model decreases, 
complexity costs, that ls , the sum costs of va rious componen ts of model 
comp l exity increase ; a nd vi ce versa , that ls, the accuracy of a model 
increases as compl exity i ncreases , but that beyond s ome very high level of 
29 
compJexjty . add itional r~turns in terms of accuracy decr ease . 
l . Measuring Inaccurac y and complexity 
Severa l f.imilia r measures of model inaccuracy are given below where 
w actual value a t time t 
t 
0 = va lue pre dic t ed f r om th e model a t time t 
t 
T last per i od in whic h obse r va t ions are used t o fit the model 
2CJ 
As the model becomes ex treme l y compl ex , human e rro rs in t erms of 
theore ti ca lly undcrs ta n d i ng , l og i. cc1l l y anal yzj ng , and conununica ting the 
resulrs of a mode l will ca us e accuracy to decline. Al so , computer 
capabilities will constr ain the level of model compl exity. 
54 
Theil ' s U-Slnt i. st:"ic g ive n by 
u 
T 2 T 2 1/2 
E (w - Q ) I E w ) 
t = l L t t=l t 
is one measure of model innccu r acy . U=O if and only if all fo r ecasts a r e 
perfect . I f thew are the differences of a series , z , then U=l has the 
t t 
interpre t a tion tha t th e model does as we ll as the nalve no- chan ge ex trd-
pola tion of z (that is, f o r ecas ting according t o the rule : 2 = z 1) . U t t t -
g r ea ter than ( l ess than) uni.ty means the mode I doe s worse than (bet ter 
than) the naLve model in t e rms o f res idua l mea n square e rror given by 
RMS 
RMS is nnothe r conven tio nal measu r e of model inn ccuracy . 
For forecas ts 1 , 2 , . .. , a nd 1 pe riods beyond the sample period , mean 
absolute e rror defined hy 
and th e mean abso lute perce nt er r or def in ed by 
NAPE 
are two measur es of model inaccuracy . RMS a nd Theil 's U- St:atlstic can 
also be e vn lua Led over th e set of f o recns ts beyond ti.me T . 
For compariAon with compl exi t y cos ts, the l evel of mode l inaccuracy 
as measured by o ne of these s tntistics , must be transformed into the 
<"Orrespl1nding cos ts of spec ifie d levels of inat.:curacy . Assuming th e 
55 
mode l has been identified, easily meas ured components of model compl exity 
are : 
M man hours of setting up the data and computer program 
s 
for parameter estimation 
C compu t e r use cos t s of anal ys is 
MT man hours of interpreting and tabulating compu t er results 
T numbe r of observations in the data set 
(p,d , q) =vec tor with components : p, order of the AR po rtion of the 
model , d, degree of d i ffere ncing t o achieve stationarity; 
a nd q , order of the MA portion of the model . 
Ms , C, and ~l.r are each positively relat ed to T , p , d, and q, but 
thei r f un ctional forms should be expected to vary according to whether an 
Orthodox or Bayesian analysis is used . For simplicity , complexity cos ts 
will be measur ed as 
and 
and 
h .M 
s. 
l. 
+ c. + h . }11·· 
1 l 
h. M
9
.( T,p ,d, q) + Ci(T,p,d,q) + h.MTi(T, p,d , q) 
1 
i. 1 corresponds to using rh e Bayesian fo rm of analysis 
i 2 corresponds to using t he Orthodox form of analysis 
h is the wage rate of the inves tiga t or . 
For a Bayesian form of analysis, the fol l owing f un ctional form for ~l ' 
56 
al though crude, is suggested . 
C1 hMsl(T,p,d,q) + c1 (T, p ,d,q) + h~1al (T,p ,d , q) 
where 
MT ~ 68 (p+2q) +l) 
1 
Whe r e ver q appears, it is multiplied by the factor 2 . This is done 
as an attempt to inco rporate in a simple fashion the fact that moving 
ave rage and mixed processes are more complicated tha n autoregressive 
pr ocesses . 
Of M , th e constant term B
1 
r eflects the time needed to write 
s l 
standard s ubroutines for the numerical computation of parameters of the 
marginal distributions, the time needed to write a program section trans-
forming the original series to the dth dlfferences of the series , and 
program debugging time. The t e rm, B2T reflects the time needed to tabulate 
and check the data ; and 6
3 
( p+2q+l) measures the time needed to write the 
p+q+l integrati.on routines and to write portions of the progr am which 
ccimputP parameters of the p+q+l marginals. 
Of the four components of c
1
, B4T measures the cost of compiling the 
data . printing predictions, and computing certa in statistics B5 Cp+2q) 
reflects the cost of compiling the remainder of the program deck . 
66T(p+2q+l) measu res the cost 0£ c0mput ing predictions and obtaining plots 
of the p+q+l marginals. 8
7
T(p+2q+l) measures the cost of preforming the 
p+q+ l in tegrn tinn c;. 
57 
Lastly , MT = $8 ( p+2q+l) r e flec t s the time needed to read and 
1 
inte rpre t t he r esults of t he a na l ys is . 
If an Orthodox a na l ys i s l s pursued, th e fo llowing fun c t i ona l fo r m for 
C
2 
i s s ugges ted. 
wh e r e 
2 2 = a 3T(p+2q ) + a 4T + a 5T ( p+2q) 
= Cl6 (p+2q+l) 
As be f or e , q is multiplie d by a fac tor of 2 t o r e fl ec t the f ac t that 
moving ave r age a nd mixed pr oces ses ar e more di ff i cult t o work wi t h than 
a utoregr ess i ve pr ocesses . 
As compone n ts of M
52
, a
1 
meas ures ci1e time r e quire d t o put 
s t a nda r d packaged progr a ms s uch as PDQ, ESTIMATE, and FORECAS T (used in 
this s tudy) on disk , and a 2T r e flec t s the time needed t o t abulate and c heck 
t he da t a . 
As parts of c
2
, a 3T(p+2q) meas ures th e compute r cos t s of ge tting 
initial es t ima t es of t he pa r ame t ers v i a the prog r am PDQ; a
4
T re f l ec ts the 
2 2 
cos t of compil i ng t he da t a ; a nd a
5
T (p+2q ) measures the cos t of es timating 
t he p+q+l pa r ame t er s . 
~2 = a6 (p+2q+1) meas ures the time s pe n t reading and inte r pr e ting 
resuJ cs . 
Fi gure 3 i llus tt a Les gr a phically a poss i ble r e l a tions hip be tween 
fo r ecas t i ng cos t s , expec t ed "i naccuracy and compl exity cos t s for either ~ 
Costs 
Associated with 
For ecas ting 
58 
Optimal 
I naccuracy 
Level 
Total 
Cos ts 
Expec t ed costs due 
to model i naccuracy 
Costs due to model 
compl e xity 
Inaccuracy 
Fi gur e 3 . Relationship be tween complexity and inaccuracy 
59 
or ~2 . (The indicate d o ptimal inaccuracy level should not be taken 
lite rally since the cost of compl exity is a multidimensional func t ion . ) 
60 
IV . EMPIRICAL ANALYSES 
A. The Exper l m<!nL nn<l Kesults 
The empirica L portion of this paper is directed toward some of the 
var i ous complexity and inaccuracy cos Ls associated wi t h t he chojce of 
Bayesian procedur es or Orthodox procedures (bo th as presented earlier) 
as they apply to purely autoregressive processes. Purely moving a ve rage 
and mi xed schemes were not examined since bo th the time a llowed fo r th e 
study and availabl e computer funds wer e scarce . Also , the project of 
measuring complexi t y costs and inaccuracy costs (or a wide r ange of 
alte rn ative specif i cations of p and d when using eithe r Bayesian or 
Orthodox est Lma t ion procedures was not attemp t ed fo r similar reasons . The 
va I ut:>s of p ond d f o r Lh e time se ri es examined were sugges t ed by Nelson 
f 13 I who fit Led AR IMA models to the sedes in an Orthodox framework . 
The series and model spec j fications ex<.1mincd are presented in Table 2 . 
30 
There wer e 3 computer programs used to perform an Orthodox analysis 
of each time series . The pr ograms , called PDQ , ESTIMATE , and FORECAST 
were made available by Charles R. Nelson of the Univers ity of Chicago . 
They a r e written i n FORTRAN IV fo r Lhe TBM 360 a nd how they were uti lized 
is briefly explained bel ow . 
Program PDQ provided es tima t es and plots of the sample autocorrela-
t i on a n<l partial autocorrelation func t i ons for use r-specified degrees of 
30 . 
Unfor tun ately , during the tlme of tlus s tudy , data on additional 
time ser i es to be analyzed was acciden tally thrown out by a night janitor . 
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differencing of each series . 
Program ESTIMATE used ~~rquardt ' s iterative procedure to find estl-
mates of each model ' s parame t ers which mi niml zed the unconditional sum of 
squares function via backforecasting of presample observations. The user 
told the program exactly what th e model Jooked like, wha t parameters were 
to be estima t ed , and pr ovided initial estimates of the parameters . 
Program FORECAST provided predictions for the series over th e s ample 
period and predictions of the se ries for t e n periods beyond the horizon 
using th e r ecursive calcula tion procedure discussed in Section II . 
Three programs writ t e n by the au thor in FORTRAN IV for th e IBM 360 
were uti lized for the Bayesian ana l ys is of the examined series . The 
posterior marginal density function for ea C'.h au toregr ess ive pa r ame t e r was 
eva luated and a plo t of each density prov ided . The mean and variance of 
Pac h autoregressive parameter was aJso eval ua t ed numerically. Predictions 
of the series ove r the sample period as well as for ten periods beyond the 
S8mplc hor i zon were evalua t ed . 3 L 
For the f irs t o rder autoregressive process , 
the forecas t of wT+Q, conditional onJ y on w
1 
.w
2
, . .. ,wT was evaluated by 
fi r st solving the differen ce equati on above recursively . Doing this yields 
31
copies of PDQ , ESTIMATE . and FORECAST ln machine language (deck 
form) , a nd cop i es of all othe r programs in FORTRAN IV can be obtaine d 
from the a u thor on r eques t. 
63 
w = 
t+!l 
fl !l- 1 fl r o¢1 + qi 1 "' i =l t 
fl Q,-i 
+ r cpl a +· 
i=l t l 
Taking expectations conditiona l on w
1
,w
2
, . . . \•\ (with t=T) we have 
For the second order process, 
the forecasts of wT+!l (!l=l , 2 , . .. lO) were obtained by first solving the 
second o rder diffe r e nce eq ua tion with cha r ac t er i s tic equation 
2 
x - cp
1
x - cp 2 = o 
fo r the latent r oots , 
This yie l ds Lhe r esult, 
Taking expectat i ons condjtional on w
1
,w
2
, . .. ,wt (with t =T) we have 
64 
wT+i = E(wT+2i"'1 •w2 •···'-'\J 
1 , 2 1 /2 Q, 
= ZC 1!'..( (¢J+C(Pl + 4<P2) ) Jwl , w2 ,. · · ,wT) wT 
with c
1 
and c
2 
dete r mi ned by wT and wT_
1
. 
The /\RI MA models specified in Table 2 were fi t ted t o t he series 
first for the period 1948- 01 th rough ] 966-04 (that is , T=76) and second , 
£or t he pe r iod 1948- 01 through 1956-02 (T=38) . The J~ngth of the series 
was va r ied i n order to compare t he changes in complexity and i nacc uracy 
costs associated with each approach . 
In Table 3, components of complexity costs we r e tabulated for each 
analysis. for series 1 and 2 , the hours of setting up the programs , M , 
s 
and the hours of reading and interpreting the results, MA, are large 
relative to those of series 3 and 4 . This is so because the time spent 
on ser ies 1 and 2 r eflects writing and preparing the necessar y pr ograms . 
The large discrepancy between the time spent prepar ing the Bayesian analysis 
and time spent prcpnring the Orthodox anaJysis occurs because packaged 
progr ams pe r form i ng an Orthodox analysis were available , as mentioned 
earlier , 
I t should be noted that i f a large enough number of ser ies (wh i ch 
included moving ave r age and mixed processes in addLtion to autoregressive 
schemes) had been analyzed , the parameters of the complexi t y cost functions 
could ac t ually be es,imaLed by regression analysis . 
I n Table 4 selected meas ures of model inaccuracy ove r the sample 
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period [or the alternative approaches ar e tabulated . The absolute per-
cent error of the forecasl one period beyond the sample is a l so provided . 
It seems sur prising th<J t t:hc results fo r each mode of analysis arc so 
simil a r . For T=76 , the st~ndar <l ~1pproach produces a bet t e r fit over the 
sampl e period fo r each of the [our series examined . However , for T=38, 
the standa rd approach (when inaccuracy is measured by the sample residual 
mean squa re error (SRMS) and Bayesian approach a r e approximately equiva-
lent since both show two cases of smaller SRNS . 
At both T=38 and T=76 , each approach has two cases of smaller one-
step- ahend absol ute percen t error . 
Again , if e nough series had been ::malyzed , an estimate of expected 
jnaccura cy for different types of ser i es could be obtained by regression . 
In Table 5 Theil ' s U-StatisLic and the residual mrrm sepia re l'rro r are 
mcasur~d for the ten forecasts beyond the sample horizon . For T=76 , an 
Orthodox appr oach appears to provide bet t er forecasts s i nce i t is less 
inaccur ate for three of the four time series . Bu t for T=38 , the Bayesian 
approach pr oduces both a smaller U-statistic and residua l mean square 
error in three of the four cases examjned . 
I t is i n te r es t ing that the Bay esian fo r ecasts are not as accurate as 
the Or thodox fo r ecasts for the larger sample period . A possible reason 
could be the numerical r ounding e r rors encountered wh en doing multivariate 
integr ations on the computer . 
The r~s11 l ts over the ex trnpol'-!ted period for T=38 possi.bly suggest the 
de penden ce on large sample Lhcory of Orthodox r esults . 
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B . Summary 
On the basis of the experimental results, Lhere is little difference 
in the sample period and forecast accuracy of bolh approaches . In fact , 
the closeness of accuracy is surprising . However, there is a substantial 
difference in the set up costs of each initial analysis (for example , 
Series 1 for T=76) . And the computer use costs of subsequent analyses a r e 
consistently higher for a Bayesian analysis . Thus , whether or not 
computer programs designed to perform a Bayesian analysis are already 
availab l e , the r esults obtained hene would suggest using an Orthodox 
strategy when expected inaccuracy costs are not extremely large . If the 
loss from inaccuracy is large , it is unclear which appr oach is in order 
since results for the two methods are quite close . I feel more series 
would have to be examined in order to argue persuasive l y one way or 
another . 
The tr ea tmen t of the A RIMA mode 1 in a Post-Bayes i an f r a mework is by 
no means compl eted. Additiona l expe rimental analyses of alternative 
model specifications in the manner of this section would provide a sounder 
guideline for the actual analysis of a time series model. 
32 
"Seasonal" /\RIMA models (useful particularly in analyzing economic 
data) wert not investigated in this thesis . Naturally, a Post-Bayesian 
srudy of ARIMA nwdE-ls could be made more genera l and applicab l e by this 
i.nc-lusinn . 
32 
See Box and Jenkins [4, Chapter 9] . 
70 
Although ex treme l y important , Lhe pr ob l em of initially setting p, 
d, and q t o specific values has not been sLudie d he r e or elsewhere in 
a Bayesian o r Post - B;1yesian se tting , aJthough one possible Bayesian 
so lution has been s ug ge ste d.
33 
One proble m encountered , that of r ounding e rrors assoc i a t e d with 
nume rica l multiple integr a tion procedures , was witnessed also by a 
col l eague while working on he r r esearch . This problem can most likely be 
correc t e d by the investment o[ much timt! and f unds in writing improve d 
integration r o utin e s. 
If sufficient time and money were available , various Bayesian 
a naly s es co uld b e made into packaged compute r programs . I suspect this 
wo uld i.- es ul t in a n inc r ease of the ir use (pr ovid e d accur a t e r esults were 
ob tained) s ince the ini tia L se t up cos t s o [ do ing a bayes i a n a nalys i s ar e 
ext r emely high . 
llope fully , what has been presented in this thesis has a t l eas t 
stressed the need and usef ulness of a pproaching problems of i n ference i n 
te r ms of expected complex it y and inaccuracy . 
33 
Sel' footnote 21. 
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VTI . APPENDIX 
A. Preliminary EstimaLes of the Parameters 
2 
Ini tial estimates of ~. 0 , 6 , and a are usually req uired in non-
linea r esc~nat ion r outines . 
For purely auto r egressive processes , estimates A. ~ ~ of 'l'Ql ' 'l'Q2 '"""> 'i'Qp 
q1
1
,cp
2
, . . . , <Pp respectively can be obtained via an approximation co the 
Yule- Walker equa tions (system (4a) given in Section I ) . Replacing 
p
1
, p
2
, ... , pp by the e stimate d autocorrelations r
1
, r
2
, ... , rp , the p by 
p system can be solved for $
01
, $
02
, ... ,$
0
p in t erms of r
1
, r
2
, ... ,rp . 
The initial es timate , 60 of o is t ake n as ~(1-¢01-$02- .. . -~Op) and the 
"2 2 estima t e o
0 
of cr is given by 
- ~o r] . p p 
For purely moving average processes , by r eplacing p
1
, p
2
, . . . , pq by 
r 1 , r 2
, . . . , rq ' respectively in the nonlinear system 
(k"" 1 , 2 , . . . q) 
o ue can solve for estimaLes o
01
,e
02
, . . . , 00q . Since mu ltiple solutions 
for th e estima t es exist , the one sa tis fying th e i nvertibility condition 
should be chosen .
34 ~O is Laken as wand 8
0
2 
as 
34
Box and Jenkins 14, pp . 195-lYR], Bhow tha t for a given covariance 
structure corresponding to an ARNA (p , q) processes , it is always true 
chat one and only one of the multiple solutions can satisfy the in-
vertibility condition . 
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T -2 ,..?,.. 2 A2 
[ E (w -w) /(T-1)][1+ 0 01 ~+o02 + ... + 80q ] . L=l t 
The calcula tion of i ni tlal estima t es for a mixed process is done as 
follows . Fir s t , the autoregressive purumclers are estimated by solving 
the system 
q+l ,q+2 , ... , q+p) 
These estimates are then inserte d as replacements 
for ~ 1 , cp2 , ... , cpp into the system 
cf> 1rk 1 + . .. + cp rk + [r (k)-0 1r (k-1) - ... - e r (k-q )) - p - p wa wa q wa 
(k=l , 2 , ... q) 
relnt ing the ¢ . ' s , 0 . ' s and pk ' s . (r (k) ca n be expressed in terms o( the 
1 J wa 
$
1
' s , O. ' s , and rk ' s . ) Since t hese equations wil l be nonlinear in the 
J 
0 j ' s , the invertible solution s hould be chose n . 6
0 
is taken as 
r. A A A 2 w(l-cp0 1 -~02 - ... - cp0P) and a0 as 
T - 2 " ,.. [t~l(wt-w) /(T- l)] [l-¢0lrl-~02r? - .. . -~Oprp+§Olrwa(-l)+§02rwa(-Z) 
+ . . . + §0 r ( - q)J 
q wa 
B. Bal'.k Fore ens ting 
In order to evaluat e th e uncond LL lonal sum of s quares function in 
the form 
s co, n 
We need to estimate the unobserved values [a
1
_Q] . .. [a
0
J . This can be 
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done by using an al t e rna tive [o r m of the /\RMA(p ,q) pr ocess , viz ., 
cj>(B)w :: 0 (B)a 
t 
Th e a lte rnative r epr esentation turns tile process around in time it 
is called th e backward process, and is gi ven by 
where 
8 (F) e 
t 
( /\-1) 
Fw 
t 
-'vi 
t+l 
and L~ffi "w 
t 
·~ = to/ t-kn (F=B-l i s th~ forwa rd shift oper a tor) 
The et have exac tly the same probabi li t y structure as the at , tha t is , 
normally and independently di s tribu ted wi t h mea n zer o and common vari-
2 
a nce . a <t>C ) and 8 ( ) a r e the same poly nomi als as befo re . The backward 
process expr esses w en tir~ lv in t erms of futu re w' s and e ' s . The back-
t 
ward process is equivale nL in Lhe sense that the covariauce structure of 
35 
t he w' s remains unc hanged ; w i s still staLionary and invertible (mean-
t 
ing ¢- 1 (F)O(F) evaluate d at F=l converges ). 
2 
Taking expcc ta tions in ( /\-1 ) conditionnl on ·P. e' 0 , a ' and 
cj> (F)[~] = 8 (F)[e), t: = 1 , 2 , ... T 
t t 
( ,\- 2) 
whe r e we denoLe the expectation of a random variable (be it wt ' e t, or 
2 
at) cooditlonal on¢ , 8 , o, cr , and w
1
, . .. wT by that variab l e e nclosed 
in brackets . 
35
see Box and Jenkins 14 . pp . 197-200]. 
In (A- 2) , we have 
[ w ] 
t 
[e ) 
t 
0 , 
t 
t 
17 
1, 2 , ... T 
0 ,-1 ,-2 , ... 
since these disturbances are distributed independently of future observa-
tions . 
To utilize this form of the process to fo r ecast w
0
, w_ 1 , . . . w_Q' the 
unknown quantities, [eT+ll ' [eT+Z] , .. . a r c set cqunl t o zero . Tlten 
using the preliminary parameter estimates , ;
0
, 6
0
, and g
0
, th e sys t em (A-2) 
is use d r ecursively (beginning at t=T and working backwards) to solve for 
estimates, [ et ], of [et], t = 1 , 2,. .. T. 
Est i mates, lw0 L [\~ _1 ], . .. [w1_Q 1 of [w0 ], [w _ 1], ... [ "'l-Q] respectively 
a r e then so l ved for using the [e
0
], l e _
1
], ... known t o be ze r o , and the 
obtained [et ], t = 1, 2 , . .. T . 
For computation of S(cr , f ), that is , 
T 2 
E [at] , the q uanti t ies , [at), t = - Q, -(Q+l ), . . . are set t o zero 
t=l-Q 
since for an y ~~(Q) process , 36 a_Q. a
1
_q• · .. are distributed independently 
of w
1
, ... WT . 
Beginnin g at t=l-Q, the [a ] ' s ( t 
t 
by eva luating 
1-Q , ... T) now can be solved fo r 
"lb Recall an MA(Q) pcocess is approximating Lh c autoregressive and 
mixed processes . 
• 
recursively with 
[wt) [wt ) , t = 0 . -1 , . . . , 1-Q 
= w 
t ' 
t = 1, 2 , ... T 
78 ' 
At each iteration of the nonlinear est i mation procedure, new back-
forecasts are compu ted conditional on the latest set of values for $k , 
ek ' and 8k. 
